Welcome to the Mountain Agro-ecosystem Action Network (MAAN)

The Mountain Agro-ecosystem Action Network (MAAN) is a stakeholder platform for sharing relevant information and experiences on how to improve the nutritional status of people in mountain regions. We invite you to scroll through the information at the global and country level and actively engage in discussions to share your thoughts and experiences. For the latter, you must join the network by registering here. If you have any questions, please visit our Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) or consult our Helpdesk.

If you visit MAAN for the first time, you might want to watch our MAAN Video Tour.

Global MAAN

Here you find different kind of relevant information about nutrition sensitive agriculture and a global space to interact with others as part of on-going discussions.
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Country MAANs

Here you find relevant documents in different 'Country Libraries' and online discussions to interact in the native language of each country.
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